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July 2018 

It is hard to believe we 
have come to the end of 
the school year and a very 
warm summer term. It has 
been a real privilege     
witnessing our students 
excel on so many fronts. 
The new, larger, Year 7 
cohort have been a   
pleasure to welcome to 
the County family. Having 
lunch with each and every 
one of them over the 
course of the year, with 
our formal ‘fish and chip’    
Friday Headteacher   
lunches has been        
wonderful. It is lovely 
learning about their      
experiences of County 
and how they are settling 
in. 

There is a misconception 
that the summer term 
sees some winding down. 
This is not the case at 
County. I have been 
amazed at the range, 
depth and quality of      
experiences our tireless 
teachers and support staff 
put on for the students. 
The penultimate week of 
term alone saw trips to the 
Indonesian jungle, Duke 
of Edinburgh expeditions 
and Valencia. And nearer 
home … from Mock    

Wedding ceremonies, 
PSHE days, Art &      
Technology Soirées to 
Careers Fairs; from      
Performance Poetry and   
Business Games to WEX 
work experience and 
House Art competitions 
(the list is too long to  
mention everything) the 
spirit of opportunity,    
community and learning in 
our school is fantastic. 
This sets County apart. 
While many schools    
conduct such activities for 
the students – they do not   
undertake these in the 
‘County Way’. Our way is 
based on relationships, 
excellence and a shared 
desire to positively        
embrace the opportunities 
the world presents. We 
are often reminded of the 
dangers of the world    
outside the school gates – 
but perhaps we are not 
reminded enough about 
the beauty and splendour 
in our community and our 
world, both near and far.  

It is my hope that County 
students are positive 
about their world. That 
they feel they have the 
skills, hope , desire and 
drive to make the world 

what they want it to be – 
to be, as Mahatma Ghandi 
calls us, ‘the change you 
want to see in the world’. 
After the last few weeks in 
the summer term, I am  
inspired by the staff who 
are fostering this County 
spirit, developing this   
energy and conveying  
belief in our students. We 
may all be tired after a 
scintillating academic year 
and are looking forward to 
our holidays, but all of us 
know we are part of a 
community that believes in 
learning, creating new  
experiences to take from 
and new friendships to 
grow into. Learning is the 
greatest journey of all and 
I am delighted we all  
commit to travel as far as 
we can. Thank you for 
your part in making our 
journey this year full of 
wonder. 

Enjoy your holidays.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

Jack Mayhew, Headteacher 

GCS ‘Operation Wallacea’ to Indonesia 
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Pupils, parents, staff and guests                         

enjoy the creative flair of GCS Art and                          

Design & Technology students. 

 

Developing Skills 

The Finished Pieces 

On Monday 2nd July, the Art Department welcomed pupils and 
teachers from Shalford Infant School for ‘A Day of Art and 

Creativity’ – inspired by the theme Bounce!  This was a      
thoroughly enjoyable session enabling students in Pine Class 

to develop their skills in print and collage and share the    
amazing and inspiring Art facilities at Guildford County School. 

Thank you to Emily Stocks in Year 12 for being a volunteer 

classroom assistant for the day! Beka Smith, Head of Art 
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Shalford Infant School visits GCS 
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 University of Creative Arts, Farnham 
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Responding to the brief with flair and creativity 

Winners 

YORK 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Individually we are one drop … 

… together we are an ocean 
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We are Luca and Lucy and we are very excited to be the school’s Music Ambassadors. 
Together we sing and play the flute, saxophone and piano. In the upcoming year we 

intend to introduce or re-launch certain ensembles in the school, such as the percussion 
group and a flute ensemble. We are aware that there are lots of players and we aspire to 
add to the numerous opportunities to perform. The informal after-school concert series 

will continue too, and we would love to incorporate music into more everyday routines at 
County - maybe music playing in the canteen during lunchtime, or in the courtyard at 

break. We hope this will be well received and exciting. 
Our music council is also thriving and we would like to ensure that their ‘voice’ is heard 

regularly, both via the newsletter and at events. 
At County we have learned that music stands for more than its sound alone.  It has 

brought us together and established communities that we hope to stay part of.  Music is 
the main reason we both adore being part of the school, as it has helped us to discover 

what we love and how we thrive. We are proud to represent the school in this way. 
                                                                                

Luca Mohamed and Lucy  Kerby Yr12 

… and from our Music Ambassadors 
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Classical  Stuart 

Larson Cup  Maddie Payne  York 

Accompanist  Dan Stackhouse Lancaster 

House Song  Stuart 

Compères  Windsor 
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Winners of House 

Music Cup 

Stuart  

 

 

Awards 
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Delivering the Brief 

C
elebrating the Success 

Crafting the Response 

July 9th saw our first ever House Creative Writing Competition. We were delighted to welcome 
our adjudicator,  M.E.Rolle, a PhD student lecturing in the subject at Surrey University. 
Students from Yrs 8 & 9 commandeered the English and Maths corridors for the morning, 
working on three genres: fiction, poetry and non-fiction. We were overwhelmed with some truly 
gifted work and, as always with Creative Writing, there are some beautiful surprises when   
students aren't restricted to exam techniques and success formulas.  

 Yr8 Non Fiction Award 
 

Fans went crazy at      
midday on May 19th, for 
the wedding of Meghan 
Markle and Prince Harry: 
a mixed-race actress and 
the prince of one of the 
world's superpowers. 

Meghan stunned the 
world in her custom 
£100,000 Givenchy     
wedding dress, as she 
descended the aisle of St 
George's chapel in      
Windsor Castle. 

Despite being a            
predominantly           
traditional event, it is a 
vast step for the British 
monarchy, as they     
decided to marry at a 
weekend, as well as    
Megan refusing to     
promise to 'obey'. The 
Queen also had to sign a 
document to permit 
them to wed. 

Hope they're happy! 

 

 

Thomas Jensen Galle 

 

Wind  
I’m wind in the sky. 

Sometimes there are changes 
for you and me ... 

Because you aren’t happy,  
Because I run quickly …  

But …  
I remember you and me.  
I spend time writing our 

things -  
Making it a story. 

But I don’t tell it for other 
people…  

because it’s only for me. 
 

Chenkai Zhang 张晨楷. 

This beautiful 

response was 

written by one of 

our Chinese    

visitors, Chenkai. 

 Here are our winning writers:  
 
Year 8 Fiction: Hannah Doran  
Year 8 Poetry: Josh Wright  
Year 8 Non-Fiction: Thomas Jensen Galle  
  
Year 9 Fiction: Miranda Sheard  
Year 9 Poetry: Francesca Morland  
Year 9 Non-Fiction: Mae Goulden  
  
Adjudicator Award: Hannah Doran  
English Dept. Award: Josh Wright  
 
Winning house:  Tudor (by one point)  
Joint runners up:  York and Windsor  

A Crime Scene 

A Theatre Dressing Room 
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Having recently completed another successful year of 
cinematic adventures with the GCS Foreign Film 
Sociely, and soon to be publishing the programme for 
our fourth season 2018 -19, we are exited to be 
launching a new FFS loyalty scheme. Any student 
who attends three or more films from the up and 
coming season will receive one of the new          

Foreign Films  badges above. 

However, there is a chance to earn one of these chic 
little pins, pre-season  … simply identify each of the 
10 films included in our new programme, from the 
images shown on the right, and email your numbered 
answers to cam@guildfordcounty.co.uk. The      
language is given to you, which should help. The first 
person to send a set of correct answers will be able 
to collect their badge from the Community Office at 
the start of the new term in September.  

Lesley Nicole, Community Arts Manager 

1. French 

6. German 

9. Spanish 

8. French 

7. Spanish 

10. French 

5. Portuguese 

4. Spanish 

2. Romanian 

3. German 
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Judging categories were for best:   

Original 

Entertaining 

Dramatic 

Pair 

Solo 

Rhythm 

Whole Class  

Judges' Choice 

 

Many thanks to our wonderful Sixth Formers 

who gave their time to adjudicate with          

professionalism, and support with empathy. 

 



1. WINDSOR 2. LANCASTER 3. YORK 4. STUART 5. TUDOR 6. HANOVER 
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House Summer Sports 2018  

It was a hot one  

on and off  

the  

track! 

On Friday 6th July, Summer House Athletics 
took place in its usual fashion at the Guildford 
Spectrum. The vibe was heightened this year, 
with a real sense of cohesion, community ethos 
and team spirit, building on from an            
amazing day of House Music the day before. 
What a week! Windsor, the current              
holders were optimistic once again this year, 
but they certainly were not the loudest 
in attendance; that award must go to Lancaster 
House who continued to perform their own 
version of the Iceland football fans famous 
‘clap’ continuously throughout the day!  The 
day was truly wonderful, with every student 
taking part either on the track, in the field or 
through the hotly contested tug of war         
competition. This year saw six school records 
being broken, with these students going into 
the GCS sporting history books. To finish the 
afternoon, and in true County style, it was the 
Staff v Sixth Form tug of war, optimizing the 
inclusiveness and spirit of County. 

            James Felgate, Head of PE 

A stunning ‘Celebration 

Cake’ and massive ‘Food 

Tech Thank You’ to Mrs 

Parry from Tom Lewis 

and Leo West. 

Mrs Annette Parry’s     

final wheelbarrow race 

and a fitting victory for 

her, as Windsor clinches 

the shield. Thanks for 

years of  service to 

Windsor House, Miss! 

25 Years in the Making! 
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House Captains Review 

This term has been very productive for Windsor House. 
Music was a massive success and our second was well 
deserved. The whole house did an excellent job of smiling 
and clapping through the House Song, despite the  
greenhouse-like temperatures in the hall. A massive 
thank you goes to all the instrumentalists and singers who 
gave up their time to come and rehearse, and especially 
thanks to Luca for his contribution– fabulous              
arrangements performed to an excellent standard.    
Windsor showed their ‘amazingness’ once again at 
House Athletics. It was a very close event, but we came 
first. Sadly, however, we are saying goodbye to Mrs 
Parry, so Windsor did a fantastic job of seeing her off - Mr 
Thorpe, followed by the Windsor crowd, carried her in her 
wheel barrow chariot  down the 100m track. Thank you, 
Miss, for all you have done for Windsor. Mishka & Nelson 

The Summer Term has been extremely busy. House 
Music was as competitive as ever, so thank you to those 
who gave up so much of their time to ensure York had a 
20-minute programme to be proud of. Special mention 
must go to Maia, commended for ‘Creep’, and Maddie 
who won the Patrick Larson Cup for Singing. Whist the 
overall result wasn’t what we had been hoping for, York 
House should be proud of their performance.  Just a day 
later we had a very hot and gruelling House               
Athletics.  We appreciate all your efforts, even though it 
was 1000 degrees!  Finally, thank you to those students 
who have given up yet more of their time for House Art, 
showing incredible artistic talent around the theme of 
‘collaboration’.  We hope you all have a great Summer, 
and look forward to a competitive Autumn Term.   
      Connor & Bekah 

Tudor House has had a busy but enjoyable half term. 
The Sixth Form worked tirelessly on producing an 
outstanding House Music programme – their creativity 
and leadership of the younger students was inspiring. 
Second place was well deserved. Thanks to all the 
students who were involved in the performances, 
attended hours of rehearsals and were so dedicated. 
House Sports was also full of team spirit and we were 
proud of everyone who took part and stepped outside 
their comfort zone. Yr 8&9  students also won House 
Creative Writing, so a huge well done for your efforts 
and creativity. Other students have been working 
quietly and tirelessly on House Art and the finished 
creation is amazing. We are proud to be TUDOR and 
are excited about what next year will bring. Have a 
lovely summer – you all deserve it. Ben & Olivia 

This year has been a really busy one in terms of House 
events. However, we have enjoyed every single second 
of it, especially taking a lead as House Officers and 
helping all members of our House to work as a team! 
House Music has been one of the greatest             
experiences, seeing so many students showing such 
great talent and performing at such a high standard. 
House Summer Sports was also amazing, but voices 
were lost for a few days, due to all the cheering! We all, 
at County, take so much pride in representing our 
Houses and enjoy working together throughout the year 
to strive for the House Cup. We’d like to take the 
chance to say thanks to all Hanover students, staff and 
parents who have been such a massive part of our 
House community and events this year. We can’t wait 
to see what September has in store for us!  

        Jo Jo & Amy 

Summer Term has certainly been a busy one! Many 
students signed up to House Music and were keen to 
get involved. Sophie and Josh, with the help of Luana, 
started things rolling and soon we had great ideas for 
our 20 min programme. Attendance to practice was 
fabulous, with Lancaster showing their true ethos of 
"working together". Although we didn't get placed in the 
top three, Best Accompanist Award was won by Dan 
Stackhouse, and Luana received the Music Department 
Award. Huge congratulations to everyone involved. 
House Athletics was a fabulous day for Lancaster. Over 
the years we haven't always ‘cleared the bar’, but this 
year we were amazing. There were not only plenty of 
fine performances on the track, but also a real winning 
streak in the Tug of War. For Lancaster to gain 2nd 
place overall was a splendid result and we have shown 
yet again that "teamwork" is the  way! Well done each 
and every Lancastrian! Happy summer!  Josh& Sophie 

This term has been very busy, dealing with House events 
as well as juggling school work. However, completing it 
was not only such a relief but also a very proud moment. 
House Music was just amazing - the level of talent we 
have as a House, and the amount of effort everyone put 
into rehearsals was simply fantastic. First place was a 
very proud moment for us all and we were ecstatic to 
have been part of that. House Athletics was yet another 
challenge – just to get everyone where they needed to 
be was a logistical endeavour. It was impressive to see 
how willing people were to fill in a number of places in 
events, even if those doing so weren’t that convinced 
about their ability. We simply could not have managed to 
get through this term without the help of every single 
person in Stuart House and as a result we are thoroughly 
looking forward to the rest of our time as House Officers 
and working alongside Team Stuart.            Alfie & Chloe 
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Inspiring Careers 
GCS Careers Fair ‘Inspire 2018’ took 

place just before the summer break, 

providing an opportunity for students in 

Yrs 10 -12, to talk directly to more than 30 

professional companies, educational   

bodies and present university students. 

GCS pupils were encouraged to ‘think 

outside the box’ and engage in             

conversation with as many informed 

adults as possible. This fair is an ideal 

opportunity for our Upper School to set up 

local contacts and hopefully discover    

potential for work experience. Thank you 

to all the  generous volunteers who gave 

up their afternoon, supporting  our young 

adults through the maze of options      

available to them.                                   
Lesley Nicole, Community Arts Manager 
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On Friday 13th July the whole of Year 10 were 
split into eighteen teams of eight to take part 
in the County Business Game. The purpose of 
the game was to demonstrate the joys,      
difficulties, frustrations and sense of     
achievement from working in and running a 
business. Each team had a mentor working 
with them to help them learn from their       
experiences. 
In the morning the teams set themselves up 
as an advertising agency, providing            
promotional material for charities. Students 
took on individual roles such as: Managing 
Director, Sales Director, Operations Manager 
and Accountant, each role having a key     
responsibility, without which the business 
would not be a success. 
They created a corporate identity for their 
company and for the charity they had chosen 
to work for, before producing leaflets, posters, 
radio advertisements, origami gifts and fold-up 
money boxes. In each case they needed to 
identify key messages and agree prototypes 
with buyers, before cost-effectively creating 
batches of the finished materials. 
The winning team, Shapeshifters, managed to 
identify that effective teamwork was required 
to hit deadlines at an acceptable quality. 
In the afternoon, the teams used their       
experience to win similar work from a newly 
opening theme park, in a Dragon’s Den style 
pitch, with the mentors from the morning    
taking on the role of Dragons. The winning 
teams were the ones who came up with the 
most creative ideas for promotional material, 
proved that they were capable of delivering by 
using products they had made in the morning 
session and were able to reflect on how they 
had improved their business sense. 
Thanks very much to all of our Mentors for 
giving up their Friday; the students found the 
experience really enjoyable and educational. 
 

Adam Daniels, Business  

Inspire 2018 

A Poster for the 

Side of a Bus 

Dragon’s Den 

Presentations 

The Team       

Allocating Roles 

 

 

A team from the Royal Institute of 
Chartered Surveyors came into 
school recently and presented a 
workshop to our Yr9 students. For 
many, it was a career they knew 
little about, so the pacey and  
inspiring sessions delivered by 
the professionals opened many 
eyes to the world of ‘buildings’. An 
industry, whose needs include 
economists, geographers and 
engineers, offers many interesting 
and rewarding pathways. It      
definitely caught the  attention of 
some as an option.                       
Lesley Nicole 

R.I.C.S. 

‘A business that makes 

nothing but money is a 

poor business’             

Henry Ford 

‘Change before you 

have to’                   

Jack Welsh,             

CEO, General Electric 



 

All  

Who went on the trip 

Know the activities 

That we did. 

Some were hard,  

All were fun 

And in the end,  

We got them done. 

A really long way  

We walked, 

And into the night  

We talked. 

So the teachers 

Were really fed up 

When, at bedtime,  

We had sweeties 

And Seven Up,  

With hardly anybody  

Getting sleep. 

We  

Bought souvenirs 

At the Castle to keep. 

Even  

With a long trip  

On the bus, 

It's fair to say  

We loved it,  

All  

Of us! 

Wye 

Valley 

Take 

2  

 

7.20 
am, 

not   
normally 

an exciting 
time to start, 

but this      
particular    

Thursday was 
different. 

We gathered at the 
school gates, ready and 

keen to go and be      
fascinated by history! After 

a choppy sea crossing we 

travelled to our first stop  -  Essex Farm. It was very 
interesting and was set out very neatly. We were 

shocked to see the grave of a Valentine Strudwick who, 
at 15, was not much older than us when he died in the 

war. We then went to Langemark, a German cemetery 
which was very different. We laid a wreath there from the 

pupils of GCS. At Tyne Cot, which is the biggest British and 
Commonwealth cemetery in the world, we looked for our       

surnames  -  maybe our distant relatives’ names were there? 

In the town of Ypres we ate chicken and chips, had a little bit of a 

relax and shopping time.  

Remi and I then laid the wreath at 
the Last Post ceremony, in front of 
hundreds of people.  

Finally it was time to head for bed, 
ready for another exciting day. 

On the second day we visited a 
Canadian memorial which was 
huge! 

Our final destination was Thiepval, 
the world’s largest memorial to 
unknown soldiers, whose bodies 
were never found on the Somme. 

After a very busy but fascinating 
two days, we headed home, having 
had a fabulous time as well as lots 
of learning.  

 
Lucie Jackson 9S  
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REthinkRE Campaign 
Four pupils from GCS had the privilege to take part in 
the REthinkRE Campaign and join with students from 
schools across the country to enter into a debate about 
the importance of good quality RE teaching. 

Matthew, Amy Naomi and Emily were lucky to meet 
their local MP, Anne Milton, at the Houses of Parliament 
venue and discuss why ‘religious education is vital for 
diversity’ 

The overwhelming 
majority agreed ... 

‘we all learn 
more by       
studying other 
people’s 
worldviews, 
than we do by 
studying our 
own’ 

Definite food for 
thought. 

 

 

Physics matters 
On Tuesday 3

rd
 July, our 6

th
 Form physics classes 

went on a trip to the University of Surrey.  

Whilst there, we took part in an array of activities,  
including attending lectures, modelling radioactive 
isotopes with LEGO and analysing the radiation given 
off from radioactive 2p coins.  

We started the day with a talk from Professor Jim      
Al-Khalili, who discussed his experiences as a      
physicist and spoke about the history of nuclear    
physics. After this we went to a lab where we       
measured the half-life of radioactive 2p coins,         
discussed the table of isotopes and what the different 
types of radiation given off were. We also attended a 
lecture on the infamous polonium, its history, and 
what happened to Alexander Litvinenko. Then, we 
modelled isotopes and their binding energies using 
LEGO  -  it was a lot of fun.  

To finish the day 
off nicely, the 
university staff 
gave us ice 
cream made  
using liquid    
nitrogen. How 
cool was that! 

 
Nelson Pryer 12CS 

 
On Monday 9th July 2018,        
Harrison Digby in Yr12 and Chloe 
Muir in Yr10 were awarded the 
honour of being Guildford County's 
School's Physicists of the Year. 
The ceremony was held by the 
Physics Department at Surrey   
University and the award is given 
to any student in Yr10 and Yr12 
for their achievements in Physics.  

Both Harrison and Chloe have worked extremely hard 
this year; they have progressed well and deepened 
their understanding of Physics, ready to start their final 
year of their GCSE and A level. 
The evening started out with some physics          
demonstrations given by PhD students, and this was 
followed by a talk on wormholes by broadcaster,      
Professor Jim Al-Khalili.  

 
Harrison and Chloe were 
then given their certificates 
and two books, ‘What If?’ 
and ‘Quantum Mechanics’, 
written by Jim Al-Khalili 
himself. 
Huge congratulations to 
Harrison and Chloe! 
Elliot Fabian,                                   
Sixth Form Science Coordinator 
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Auf Wiedersehen, Pets! 
Class of 2018 

As is tradition every year, the out-going Senior Team organises a Leavers 
Dinner for the Year 13s.  This year it was held at Guildford’s Harbour Hotel.  
With boys dressed in black tie and girls in cocktail dresses, it was the perfect 
venue for a warm summer’s evening. For both the teachers and students 
present it was a real mixture of emotions - relief at the end of exams, excitement 
for the evening ahead and sadness that their time at County had come to an 
end. 

The evening began with drinks outside, followed by a 3 course dinner in a room 
beautifully decorated for the occasion.  The highlight of the evening for us would 
have to be the speeches made by the ex-Head Girl and Boy, Sofia and Louis.  
Not only did they recap on some of the best and funniest moments, but they 
also emphasised what a special and close year group they had. 

It is also with real sadness that we, the current year 12s, have to say goodbye to 
them.  We have been lucky to form a really strong bond and genuinely couldn’t 
have hoped for a nicer, warmer Upper 6th to share the Common Room with.  
Thank you too for the privilege of sharing your Last Supper. 

The rest of the evening is history … because, as they say, ... ‘what happens at 
the Leaver’s Dinner stays at the Leaver’s Dinner’! Our  lips are sealed.       
Senior Team 2018/2019 

Dates for the Diary 

 

Tue  04 Sept INSET DAY 

Wed 05 Sept 08:35 Yr 7 & Yr 12 arrive. 

Wed 05 Sept 11:10 Yrs 8-11 & Yr13 arrive 

Thu  13 Sept  Yr 12 & 13 Theatre Trip 

Thu  13 Sept Yr 10 Parents Info Eve 18:00 

Thu   13 Sept Yr 12 Parents Info Eve 19:0 

Have a very happy and safe summer 

To dear GCS Staff for responding so efficiently to 

requests for tales of  adventure; to parents for 

wishing to share the magical journey with us; to our 

in-house photographer, James Anthony, for      

recording special moments in glorious                

technicolour; to our wonderful students for        

grasping each opportunity with a whole heart and 

endless amounts of County Spirit   -  thank you, 

thank you, thank you   -  thank you for providing all 

that is necessary to produce a portrait of this    

vibrant and outstanding academic year 2017/18              

Lesley Nicole, Community Arts Manager 


